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It cant happen.Days before the Presidential
election, traitors force the Candidates plane
to landsomewhere. Agent Annie McCarthy
is taken prisoner along with the campaign.
Did the hijackers fake a plane crash? Can
Annie free the hostages? No one on the
outside knows what happenedtheyre
justmissing. Secret Service agent Annie
McCarthy takes down a sniper at a
campaign rally. Then the campaign makes
a quick swing out west and the Candidates
plane is forced down, landing in a secret
cache. Taken prisoner, Annie goes up
against a surprise adversary and has to
witness a brutal murder. With time running
out until everyones executed, Annie digs
deep for inspiration. Cut off from the
outside world, she has only one chance for
victory over cold-blooded killers. Its sure
death if she fails.
MEET ANNIE
McCARTHY: A stunning, raven-haired
martial arts expert, Annie was raised in the
United States Secret Service. Her father
killed in the line of duty, all Annie has ever
wanted is to serve on a Presidential
protection detail. After her heroic actions
prevent a nuclear terrorism strike, Annie
finally gets her wish, serving on the team
guarding the woman most likely to take the
highest office. But events beyond her
control take her underground, battling
forces determined to change the course of
history. Interview with the Author June,
2016: Q This book is a sequel to Gone?
A Directly. Its set a few months after
Gone, just before the Presidential election.
Q Its coming out pretty quickly after
Gone. How did you do that?? A The book
wrote itself. And its short. (Laughs) Q So
the idea was pretty natural, another
conspiracy?
A
The opposition is
desperate. Im not saying thats happening,
but its not really a stretch. Q It seems like
the book has a big emphasis on time. A
You know the saying: money comes and
goes, time just goes. Q It sounds like it
moves fast. A Even faster than Gone. Its a
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good summer read. Q - Why should
readers give this book a try? A I love
reading mysteries, detective and political
thrillers. Missing combines those genres in
one book. Hopefully anyone who reads it
will enjoy that, too. Its a crime thriller that
leaves you wrung out and satisfied. The
heroine pays a life-changing price, and
theres a bit more romance than the
previous books. It twists and turns all the
way to the end. Q Are there prequels or
sequels available?
A
Yes, Annie
McCarthy stars in the novels Illusion and
The Greatest Game, Control and the
Control Series, and of course, Gone. Please
see my author page for those books. Q
Anything you would like to add? A
Thanks for reading!
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The Missing: Season 2 - Rotten Tomatoes 2 days ago A body discovered over the weekend in the Feather River in
Live Oak, California has been identified as that of missing college student Alycia I-Team: Body found in Ashtabula
County during search for missing Adventure In 1885 New Mexico, a frontier medicine woman forms an uneasy
alliance with her estranged father when her daughter is kidnapped by an Apache Missing (1982) - IMDb Editorial
Reviews. About the Author. Caroline Eriksson holds a masters degree in social The Missing - Kindle edition by
Caroline Eriksson, Tiina Nunnally. Missing Definition of Missing by Merriam-Webster 22 hours ago A search for a
missing Tennessee family last seen in Mississippi has been canceled. The details of their condition and location is still
unknown. The Missing (TV Series 2014 ) - Episodes - IMDb Missing is a 1982 American historical drama film
directed by Costa-Gavras and starring Jack Lemmon, Sissy Spacek, Melanie Mayron, John Shea, Janice Rule Body
Found in River Identified as Missing California College Missing boy found safe after six-hour search in Great
Barrington 12 hours ago Berkshire Mountain Search and Rescue are seen with state police during a search for a
missing boy in Fountain Pond State Park in Great Missing (2012 TV series) - Wikipedia Official site for current
information on missing and exploited children. Search for missing children, view wanted posters, submit child sightings,
and additional Missing US hiker in Montana found safe after six days - BBC News 12 hours ago The body of a
Manheim man who went missing after a boat accident Sunday was recovered Thursday afternoon, his son-in-law Ryan
Scalise 1-800-Missing (TV Series 20032006) - IMDb Missing is an American mystery thriller drama television series,
starring Ashley Judd, Cliff Curtis and Sean Bean. The series ran from March 15, 2012 to May 17, Missing Stay
Request Form - Marriott 1 day ago Authorities have confirmed that a body discovered over the weekend is a
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20-year-old Yuba College student who was last seen driving away The Missing Episodes STARZ Action When a
womans son goes missing under suspicious circumstances, she will do anything it takes to find him. Missing Richard
Simmons On February 15, 2014, fitness guru Richard Simmons disappeared. Filmmaker Dan Taberski was a Slimmons
regular and a friend of Richards. Missing Richard 14-Year-old Missing Columbia Girl in Imminent Danger 1 day
ago A former Dallas Cowboy many fans will remember from the snowy Thanksgiving Day game in 1993 has gone
missing. Images for Missing Define missing: unable to be found : not in a usual or expected place missing in a
sentence. The Missing - Kindle edition by Caroline Eriksson, Tiina Nunnally Baptiste wants to give them a happy
ending, without ignoring the haunting lessons. By embracing him - as well as an ambitious premise - The Missing
improves The National Center for Missing & Exploited Children 21 hours ago A submerged vehicle with a deceased
woman inside who matches the description of missing Schaumburg resident Sheila Khalili has been Missing (TV Series
2012) - IMDb 21 hours ago Madeline Connelly, a 23-year-old from Chicago, and her dog Mogie had been missing in
the Great Bear Wilderness area near Glacier National The Missing: Season 1 - Rotten Tomatoes Body of missing
Manheim man recovered Thursday Local News Crime Two FBI agents - one guided by reason, and another by
intuition - looking for missing people in Washington DC. Missing former Cowboys player found safe in Dallas Story KDFW Critics Consensus: The Missing turns a common premise into a standout thriller with heartfelt, The
Missing: Season 1 Episode 6 Clip - The Police are Here. Missing Schaumburg womans body found inside
submerged car Biography When an idealistic American writer disappears during the Chilean coup detat in September
1973, his wife and father try to find him. The Missing (TV Series 2014 ) - IMDb Private: Missing - James Patterson
1 day ago Richland County, SC (WLTX)- Richland County Sheriff Leon Lott is requesting the communitys assistance
in locating a missing 14-year-old girl. California college student Alycia Yeoman, missing 40 days, found Private:
Missing. BY James Patterson & Kathryn Fox. Book Audio Buy Book. Even for Private Investigations, the worlds top
detective agency, its tough to find a The Missing (2003) - IMDb Crime When Tony and Emily Hughes travel to France
with their 5-year-old son Oliver, their family holiday turns into a nightmare when Oliver disappears from a none The
Missing is a British television drama series first broadcast on BBC One in the UK on 28 October 2014 and in the US on
Starz on 15 November 2014. It is a The National Center for Missing & Exploited Children Episode information
including previews and summaries for The Missing, a Golden Globe-nominated STARZ Limited Series.
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